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This book is okay to use as a review. I tried to use if for my son in our home school, but it doesn't

review enough for us. For the price you pay it isn't a bad deal. This could be good to use over the

summer as a review.

This is an excellent resource for grammar review for middle school students and even for those

beyond middle school. Each topic page has a small explanation paragraph and the rest of the page

has exercises for practicing the topic.

It is what I needed to help my 7th grader relearn and then learn new grammar

I really like it. My son is doing well with this practice book at home; since he rarely gets any

homework, I keep him busy with this.

Grammar, Grades 7 - 8, by Christine Schwab, Ã‚Â© 2015Sample:page 31. He had studied plant

and animal life on his travels.page 48. she had ever seenpage 72. We did not know that the cottage

we had purchasedpage 84. because Tora had studiedpage 110. The people of France had been

ruled for centuriespaGE 117. the game ended before it had begunpage 126. as soon as the squire

had mastered the skillsAll these 'had's are incorrectly used. This author has an obvious Had

Problem. There is no listing for the past perfect, so maybe 7th-graders haven't gotten there yet, but

ALL teachers should know how the English language works or they shouldn't be teaching at ANY

grade level.A lady who taught 4th grade for 34 years told me she taught three tenses -- past,

present and future -- and hoped they would begin to understand the others by hearing them and

reading them handled correctly.The only way this will work is if the teachers know how it's done. If

they don't, they shouldn't be teaching any course at any level.It's not the kids' fault if they grow up

ignorant; it's the TEACHERS' fault.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Monique Hernandez asked what is

the matter with the sample sentences.page 31. He had studied plant and animal life on his travels -

delete the 'had' and read it; that's the correct way.page 48. she had ever seen - correct is: she ever

SAWpage 72. We did not know that the cottage we had purchased - delete the 'had' and read it;

that's the correct waypage 84. because Tora had studied - delete the 'had' and read it; that's the

correct waypage 110. The people of France had been ruled for centuries - the people of France

WERE ruledpaGE 117. the game ended before it had begun - before it BEGAN is correctpage 126.

as soon as the squire had mastered the skills - delete the 'had' and read it; that's the correct
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